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Zaher Ibrahim is a certified Executive Coach and 
a leadership development facilitator working on 
developing senior leaders from the most renowned 
organizations in the UAE, the GCC region and Europe. 
He was selected recently to be the Regional Director of 
The Leadership Circle - MENA and the Faculty of Certification 
in the region. In this role, Zaher leads the consulting business and certifying activities and 
supports the growing community of regional practitioners. He is a certified Executive Coach 
and Consultant with over 18 years of industry experience with organizations such as Shell, 
Emaar, P&G, Careem and DIFC.

As part of Zaher’s drive for excellence, he has engaged with leading organizations in the 
field of Executive Education such as the Center of Creative Leadership (CCL), the Hult-
Ashridge Executive School, the Cultivating Leadership Network and the Thought Leaders 
Business School and he runs global engagements in association.  He has also invited as a 
speaker on the topics of Collective Leadership, Culture Development and Empowerment in 
local and global conferences and cultural events. 

As a coach, Zaher values authenticity and creates a safe space for his clients to be their 
authentic selves. His style focuses championing his clients to realize their potential while 
expanding their reach to what is beyond their current capability. Zaher specializes in Adult 
Development and elevating one’s awareness beyond current limitations of the frame of 
mind. He brings his work in Neuroscience and Growth Edge processes to serve his clients 
needs.

In addition to being certified by the International Coaching Federation (ICF), he is a certified 
A&B Assessor from the British Psychological Society, a certified Global Career Development 
Facilitator and certified EQ Practitioner. He holds a a Master in Civil Engineering and a 
Master of Organization development both from the USA. Zaher lived and worked around 
the globe, in USA, Europe, the Middle East and the GCC. He is currently residing in the UAE 
and is quite mobile on his engagements. Zaher speaks English fluently and has Arabic as his 
native language.
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